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What is a belief?
Beliefs are an acceptance that something exists or is true, with or without proof.
A belief is something that gets repeated and reinforced
Example:
The All Black Austrian rugby team hukkah is scary?
The SA rugby team plays an aggressive game?
All Europeans from colder country are cold by nature?
Climate change is a natural process and happens every 100 years?
All politicians are corrupt?
The world is square and not round.

There are positive and negative beliefs
A positive belief is a belief that serves you were a negative belief is holding you back. The beauty about doing the belief
process is we get to lean what your positive and negative beliefs are:
Positive: will reveal why you do things
Negative: give you the opportunity to remove them

Understanding disbelief?
In order to disbelief a statement, it is necessary to bring thoughts of doubt and uncertainty to bear on the primary
though or statement, in question.
By questioning a concept, idea or belief enough and introducing sufficient doubt about it, one will eventually come
to disbelieve it.
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Beliefs, and Where They Come From

Education

Past
Outcomes
Events
in Life

Anything can become a belief!
For example:

"I am a brilliant writer"
"I am sexy"
All you need to do is establish what you want to believe, or what belief would support you
in achieving your goals - and look for instances in your life that support this belief. Look at
the tabletop model and find a way to get better 'reference legs' for your belief.

Easy!©
New Insights Life Coaching Programme - UK/Africa Version 4
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How a Belief Becomes a Self-fulfilling Prophecy
Negative
Beliefs

Negative
expectations

D

D

Poor
Outcome

Self-defeating
behaviour

Failure equals failure
Success equals success

Positive
Beliefs

Positive
Expectations

D

D

Excellent
Outcome

Self-motivating
behaviour

"Few people are capable of expressing with equanimity opinions which differ from the prejudices of
their social environment; most people are even incapable of forming such opinions."

- Albert Einstein
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Positive
I Belief………..

Negative
I Belief………..
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State of Mind

Finding your beliefs

Get yourself into the ‘Depressed State’ that you may feel from time to time. Now, write
down the things you tend to say to yourself e.g.: “How come nothing ever goes right?”
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
Now get yourself into the ‘Great/Peak State’ that you enjoy and write down the things you
tend to say to yourself in this state, e.g.: “How did I get so good at doing this?”
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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What I believe……

NAME:

1. 5 words explaining who I am?
positive

negative

2. 5 words explaining how I feel?
positive

negative

3. 2 words explaining how I feel most of the time?

4. How would my friends describe me?
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5. What would I like most to be feeling?

6. What is my strongest characteristic?
positive

7. Where in my life do I want to be better?
Identify area

negative

How to get there

8. What is stopping me?

9. What is the worst thought you have ever had?
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Goal Beliefs
List three beliefs you have that support you in getting your goals?

Goal 1

Goal 2

Goal 3

List three beliefs you have that don’t support you in getting your goals?

Goal 1

Goal 2

Goal 3

“Your level of belief in yourself will inevitably manifest itself in whatever you do.”
- Eleanor Roosevelt
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Positive Goal Beliefs
Where did your positive beliefs come from? What evidence do you have that supports
these beliefs? List two reasons to substantiate each belief.

Goal 1

Goal 2

Goal 3

“There is no scarcity of opportunity to make a living at what you love; there’s only a
scarcity of resolve to make it happen.”
- Wayne Dyer
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Negative Goal Beliefs
Where did you get your negative or limiting beliefs from? How old were you then? Who
taught you to believe them? For each, list two experiences that insubstantiate them.
Example: You may have developed and held on to the belief “I have no co-ordination” from the age of five
when you always struggled to catch a ball that was thrown to you. If you think about it now, you may realise
that your co-ordination is actually very good as you can play a mean game of tennis and you can type really
fast and accurately!

Goal 1

Goal 2

Goal 3

What can you learn from this exercise?

“Our greatest glory is not in never failing but in rising up every time we fail.”
- Ralph Waldo Emerson
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What are Three Beliefs that don’t Support You?
Example: The belief “I am not well co-ordinated” may cause one to forego participation in sport due to
feelings of embarrassment - and lead to lower fitness levels in years to come.

Goal 1 – Negative Belief:
What has it cost you so far?

What will it cost you in 5 year’s time?

Goal 2 – Negative Belief:
What has it cost you so far?

What will it cost you in 5 year’s time?

Goal 3 – Negative Belief:
What has it cost you so far?

What will it cost you in 5 year’s time?

“You don't have to be great to start, but you do have to start to be great."

- Zig Ziglar
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What are the Hidden Benefits to me of not
achieving my Goal?
Example: The belief “I am not co-ordinated” may be a convenient excuse for not getting out of bed and
going to Pilates class. The benefit may be that one gets to stay in bed with one’s partner. However, the true
cost is that one looks and feels less attractive and is therefore less confident with one’s partner.

Goal 1 – Hidden Benefit?

What is the true cost of keeping this
‘benefit’ in your life?

Goal 2 – Hidden Benefit?

What is the true cost of keeping this
‘benefit’ in your life?

Goal 3 – Hidden Benefit?

What is the true cost of keeping this
‘benefit’ in your life?

New Insights Life Coaching Programme – UK/Africa Version 4
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Beliefs and where they come from

I have seen people
laugh when I talk to
them.

I went to a great
party and met lots of
wonderful people.

People tell me I am
talkative and
outgoing.

You can find references to support anything you want to believe.
You can focus your attention on anything.

Choose to believe good things about you!

New Insights Life Coaching Programme - UK/Africa Version 4
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BUILDING OR STRENGTHENING POSITIVE BELIEFS.
Reference legs are the legs supporting the table top (of the belief) ie the proof that your belief is true.
BELIEF 1 :
Where it came from
Reason 1
(REFERENCE LEGRED)
Reason 2
(REFERENCE LEGRED)
Reason 3
(REFERENCE LEGRED)

BELIEF 2 :
Where it came from
Reason
1(REFERENCE LEGRED)
Reason 2
(REFERENCE LEGRED)
Reason 3
(REFERENCE LEGRED)
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BELIEF 3 :
Where it came from
Reason 1
(REFERENCE LEGRED)
Reason 2
(REFERENCE LEGRED)
Reason 3
(REFERENCE LEGRED)
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HOW TO EXPUNGE A NEGATIVE OR LIMITING BELIEF, AND BUILD THE OPPOSITE POSITIVE BELIEF.

BELIEF 1 :
Where it came from

Reasons to support
this -BLUE
REFERENCE LEGS
Are these reasons
valid?

Reason 1- opposite
(REFERENCE LEGRED)
Reason 2-opposite
(REFERENCE LEGRED)
Reason 3-opposite

(REFERENCE LEGRED)
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BELIEF 2 :
Where it came from

Reasons to support
this- BLUE
REFERENCE LEGS
Are these reasons
valid?

Reason 1- opposite
REFERENCE LEGRED
Reason 2-opposite
REFERENCE LEGRED
Reason 3-opposite

(REFERENCE LEGRED)
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BELIEF 3 :
Where it came from

Reasons to support
this- BLUE
REFERENCE LEGS
Are these reasons
valid?

Reason 1- opposite
REFERENCE LEGRED
Reason 2-opposite
REFERENCE LEGRED
Reason 3-opposite

(REFERENCE LEGRED)
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Let Go
- Unknown

To "let go" does not mean to stop caring; it means I can't do it for someone
else.
To "let go" is not to cut myself off, it's the realization I can't control
another.
To "let go" is not to enable, but to allow learning from natural
consequences.
To "let go" is not to try to change or blame another; it's to make the most
of myself.
To "let go" is not to care for, but to care about.
To "let go" is not to fix, but to be supportive.
To "let go" is not to judge, but to allow another to be a human being.
To "let go" is not to be in the middle arranging all the outcomes, but to
allow others to effect their destinies.
To "let go" is not to be protective; it's to permit another to face reality.
To "let go" is not to deny, but to accept.
To "let go" is not to nag, scold, or argue, but instead to search out my own
shortcomings and correct them.
To "let go" is not to adjust everything to my desires, but to take each day
as it comes, and cherish myself in it.
To "let go" is not to criticize and regulate anybody, but to try to become
what I dream I can be.
To "let go" is not to regret the past, but to grow and live for the future.
To “let go” is not to lose power, but to be open to the power within.
To "let go" is to fear less, and love more.
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ACTION STEPS
Ac on step

Goal

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
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